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REVIEWS 

Kathryn A. Woolard (1989), Double Talk. Bilingualism and the Politics ol Ethnicity 
in Catalonia, Stanford Universiry Press, Stanford.Traducció catalana: Identitat i 
contacte de llengües a Barcelona. Barcelona, 1992. Edicions de La Magrana. 
Language has been a rallying point for Catalan nationalism for more than a cen-
tury and the relations between ethniciry and language are thus especially complex 
and ideologized in current Catalan sociery. 
In rhis concise and well wrirren book -a slighcly changed version of her PhD 
rhesis- K. A. Woolard manages to overcome rhese difficulties and account for the 
social meanings of language use in rhe central core of rhe Catalan linguistic commu-
nity: rhe city of Barcelona and its metropolitan area. The ticle (Double Talk), which 
has been added to rhe original ticle, stresses the point rhat language, as a powerful 
symbolic tool, might serve borh for disagreement and for harmonious action. 
First of all Woolard gives a synrhesized overview of Catalan and Barcelona his-
tory, which is necessary for rhe foreign reader. Catalonia is described as a minority 
region, which is borh politically subordinated and economically powerful wirhin rhe 
Spanish polity. This historical thriller, which mainly follows Pierre Vilar's historica! 
interpretations, allows the reader to understand the Catalan sociolinguistic case: «a 
counterexample to the generalization that minority languages erode in complex 
industrialized societies» (P.4). Orherwise, wirhout such an overview, a foreigner (and 
even a native) reader might miss rhe subt!eties of the relations between Spain and 
Catalonia (see rhe excellent metaphor which describes these relations in rhe conclu-
sion of rhe book), and especially, rhe significance of rhe transition years 1979-1980, in 
which rhe field work was carried out. This period meant a real politica! turning point 
because rhe voters approved a Statute of Autonomy in 1979, which granted Catalonia 
a degree of home rule. The social values associated wirh rhe twO languages spoken in 
Catalonia were (and still are) particularly unstable at rhe moment. 
Against this backdrop, the COfe of rhe book is made up of an insightful analy-
sis of the meanings and uses of language, social class and erhnicity among Barcelo-
na speakers. The author takes code-switching as a symptom and as a point of entry 
into the exploration of processes whereby social and ethnic groups use conventions 
of language choice to maintain relations of power. Code-switching is certainly a 
diaphanous way of studying the regulation of access to symbolic and material 
resources. This research is a courageous challenge, since these sociolinguistic rela-
tions are potentially conflictive and full of ambiguity. Catalan, for example, might 
be looked upon, both as a potential weapon of oppression, by Spanish-speakers , 
and as a crucial symbol of Catalan national identity in present-day Catalonia, very 
onen depending on (people's) personal experiences. It is understandable that poli-
ticians have tried to neutralize whatever tension might arise between the twO main 
erhnic groups -Catalans and Castilians-- in the province and, rherefore, rhere are 
contradictions between rhe treatment and manipulation of the linguistic issue in 
rhe political arena and its role in everyday interactions. An account of rhe motives 
of speakers that underly their choices of a given language or variety implies a me-
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thodological eclecticism, because of the scope of the questions addressed and 
because of the politicized character of the research problems that need to be solved: 
(I) why has the Catalan language survived so long and so well?; (2) will it survive 
longer?; and (3) what does it mean for a person to learn Catalan? 
On the one hand Woolard carried out an urban ethnography of the metro-
politan area of Barcelona. A year-Iong period of participant observation in seve-
ral contexts in Barcelona gave her a taste of the interplay of subjective meaning 
(the interpersonal politics) and structural determinants (the formal polirics) in a 
metropolitan area of almost 4-million people. This description is necessarily less 
holistic than one which may be achieved in simpler societies -the encounters 
risk lacking a sufficient number of naturalistic data- and accounts for the pro-
blematic relation between public ideology and everyday cultural practices. It is 
not possible to generalise from this limited case-study to the wider Catalan situa-
tion, so we do not know to what extent the new emerging language norms (the 
emerging bilingual norm vs. the traditionally dominant accommodation norm 
towards Spanish) will either spread throughout the whole Catalan sociery or be 
confined to specific domains, i.e. schools, autonomous public service, Catalan 
marked domains. 
On the other hand the author implemented a socio-psychological experiment 
-the so-called matched-guise technique- in order to elicit the attitudes of Barce-
lona speakers towards the different varieties of Barcelona linguistic repertoire. Two 
hundred and forry students from five schools in the Barcelona area listened to a 
tape, with ten different female voices, who read an academic text. In fact, these 
subjects listened to just five actors, who read the same text twice, once in Catalan, 
and then in Spanish. The attitudes relating to fifteen attributes (capaciry of lead-
ership, intelligence, ambition ... ) that were gathered confirmed the hypothesis that 
Catalan is considered to be a prestigio us language by both Catalan and Spanish 
speakers in Catalonia. ' 
Woolard analyzes critical issues concerning the acquisition of Catalan as a 
second language in a sociery where almost half of the population is of Castilian-
speaking immigrant origin or descent. She relies on the concept of ethniciry (a 
concept played by «considerable theoretical disarray» (p.6» following transactional 
and interactionist models (Barth 1969) . She emphasizes the process of maintenance 
of boundaries rather than their content itself. Thus, ethniciry is seen not only as a 
sign of the survival of cultural diversiry, but also the outcome of intensive interaction. 
In other words, groups are maintained, even though they are permeable. More pre-
, Seven years later in 1987, Woolard gathered a series of attitudes following me same 
technique in order to evaluate me changes in the symbolic value of both Spanish and Catalan 
in me Barcelona area when some linguistic campaigns had already been mounted in Catalo-
nia (Woolard and Gahng 1990) . 
2 Woolard's reliance on me concept of emnicity does not lead me author to misrecog-
nize the partial (not absolute) overlapping of social division and emnic dichotomy in current 
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cisely language choices constitute one of rhe mechanisms which make erhnic boun-
daries persist in Catalan society.2 
Woolard addresses rhe reasons for which Catalan does not spread in Catalan 
society even rhough its speakers have a superordinate 10catÏon in rhe social division 
of labor and, rherefore, Catalan is considered to be valuable for social advance. Her 
analysis of the external pressures to learn Catalan are especially insightful and rele-
vant for a Catalan audience. Learning a language (in this case Catalan) is consid-
ered to be les s an intellectual endeavor than an interactÏve process of entering a 
community and acquiring an identity. Her answers emphasize that the spread of 
Catalan becomes more difficult in those children of Spanish-speaking immigrant 
population who were born in Catalonia, because their self-perceptÏon is different 
from rhat of rhe newly-arrived immigrant. CastiLian appears as an emergent term of 
identity for these Catalan citizens of non-Catalan descent. As she puts it, these 
people face conflicting demands:· «Immediate benefits do not outweigh immediate 
risks in change for language orientation» (P.279). There are no positive evaluations 
of a Catalan language learner, so the ethnolinguistic disintegration of Catalan 
society tends to be perpetuated.' 
Catalan sociolinguistics has been maínly abstract and militant rather than con-
crete and empirical (Argente 1990). Woolards' principIes on language attitudes and 
bilingual behavior having general validity and being scientifically well founded, in 
contrast, stem from a more detached position. l hope that Woolard's work will be 
more influencial in the incipient sociolinguistic academic tradition in the Catalan-
speaking community than it has been so far (Nausbaum i Puig 1990). Her work has 
so far been ignored by most Catalan scholars, and even more so by a general Cata-
lan audience. This beneficial influence might help Catalan sociolinguists to go 
beyond rhetorical quarrels and to disentangle the current political and cultural 
dilemmas of their country. 
Catalan militants and activists for Catalan language seem to enjoy arguing 
abour its prospects of decline or revival, and many articles regular1y disc uss the 
future of Catalan. Most of them are not based on data, but instead rely exclusively 
on fuzzy ideological arguments. Woolard gives us these necessary data withour 
falling in positivist neutralisms or anecdotal reports. 
A principled linguistic policy has to ponder to what extent a given polítical 
strategy will entaíl eirher a reinforcement or an entailment of rhe linguistic bo un-
Catalan society. Some recent critical comments pointing tO the lack of «sufficient attention 
to social c1ass in relarion to ethnicity» in Woolards' book appear to be somehow simplistic 
-especially when their author recognizes not be «equipped with sufficient knowledge of 
Catalonia to develop [ .. . ] a full-fledged alternative to Woolard's own» (Huspek 1989/90,345). 
l The diagnosis emerging from a recent sociological survey of the Barcelona area con-
firms Woolard's hypothesis (Subirats 1990). Both Catalan and Castilian ethnolinguistic 
groups in the area appear to be especially stable. Each language group shows a very high index 
of intergenerational continuiry. 
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daries; that is, whether it will facilitate either cultural integration or disintegration 
in Catalan sociery. Linguistic policy makers in Catalonia should at least take Wool-
ards' findings and questions into account in order to avoid these risks. 
EMILI BOIX 
U NIVERSITAT DE BARCELONA 
ARGENTE, J. A. (1990), «La recerca en lingüística i ciències del llenguatge», a La 
recerca científica i tecnològica a Catalunya I990, IEC, Barcelona, Vol. I, 263-27°. 
BARTH, F. (1969), Introduction to Ethnic Groups and Boundaries, Edited by Fredrik 
Barm, Little, Brown and Company, Boston. 
HUSPEK, M . (1989/90), «A book review essay on K. A. Woolard, Double Talk: 
Bilingualism and the Politics of Ethnicity in Catalonia», Research on Language 
and Social Interaction, Vol. 23, 337-354. 
NUSSBAUM, L.; and G. , PUIG (1990), «Quelle linguistique pour la sociolinguis-
tique?», Cahiers de praxématique, 14, 93-106. 
SUBIRATS, M. (1990) , Transmissió i coneixement de la llengua catalana a l'àrea metro-
politana de Barcelona, Enquesta Metropolitana I98S-86, Condicions de vida i 
hàbits de la població» , Vol. 20, Institut d 'Estudis Metropolitans de Barcelona, 
Bellaterra. 
WOOLARD, K. A.; and T-J. GAHNG (1990), «Canvis en les avaluacions i les acti-
tuds lingüístiques a Barcelona (1980-1987)>>, Treballs de sociolingüística catalana 
8,79-88. 
Josep Miquel Sobrer, editor, Catalonia, A Se!f-Portrait, Bloomingron & Indianapo-
lis, Indiana Universiry Press, 1992, 239 pp. 
1992 was truly an exceptional year for lovers of Catalan culture in the U.S., a year 
that produced among omer books and articles an important book on Catalonia's 
capital and Catalan history and traditions, Barcelona, by Robert Hughes, and now 
an exciting, well-balanced anthology of Catalan essays translated by the editor, 
Josep Miquel Sobrer, from meir original Catalan. 
In short, in mis volume we can find a collection of writings that amo unt to a 
literary self-portrait of the author's na tive land. The essays unfold in a well-
planned, thoughtful manner: texts about Catalan space and time, geography and 
history, ultimately lead to essays on contemporary figures . Some of the greatest 
names in Western art during mis century have been Catalan and it is fitting mat 
their life and art should find a place in this study. 
This anthology is divided into three parts: Place, Time, and People. Generally, 
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the selections for the first part deal with geography -yet a geography already 
molded by culture and tradition-, those for the second part with history and its 
symbols, and those for the third are basically biographical -and also symbolical, as 
the choice of artists and writers in this section is judicious enough so that they all 
become standard-bearers and «explainers» of Catalan culrure and identiry. 
The editor, Josep Miquel Sobrer, is well equipped for his task, as he is one of 
the most distinguished scholars in the field of Catalan and Romance lerrers at work 
in the U.S. We should add that he is also a founding member of the North Amer-
ican Catalan Sociery and the author of La doble soledat d'Ausiàs March, a major 
contriburion to the study of this poeto 
Perhaps the best way to define Catalonia, A SelfPortrait is to underline the 
fact all the texts were wrirren by Catalans in Catalan, they are defining messages 
given by insiders to other insiders, and therefore contain insights and intuitions 
rarely found in texts written by non Catalan authors. 
A number of materials accompanying the texts help to integrate this anthology: 
an introduction setting out the general and theoretical principies of the book; ex-
planatory headnotes preceding each text; a bibliography with full references to the 
works in English for further reading, and an index of proper names and terms, as well 
as a plan of Barcelona and a map of Catalonia. 
Each of the three sections of the anthology is made up of three essays and a 
literary text. Thus the first, «Place», contains an essay by Carles Soldevilla, «The Art 
of Showing Barcelona», an assay by Joan Amades on Catalan folklore and legends, 
ten lively short essays (<<Barcelona Beat») by the novelist and journalist Quim Mon-
zó, and finally two short stories by the great novelist Mercè Rodoreda sketching a 
portrait both poignant and delicate of daily life in Barcelona. 
As Sobrer remarks in his Introduction, «ultimately this anthology ought to 
give its readers not only widespread information about Catalonia and the Catalan 
area bur also a feeling for the spirit of Catalans, I see our culrure as a sedate yet 
playfully imaginative enterprise, both frustrated and enriched by the politica] 
dependency of the country. But mostly I hope I have provided readers with suffi-
cient materials, and sufficient editorial res traint, to let them view the portrait them-
selves». Original, lively, imaginative, are words that corne to mind while reading 
this anthology. There is much to learn from it, and reading it is a pleasure. Recom-
mended to both curious oursiders and Catalan insiders as one of the highlights of 
Catalan studies in the U.S. in the present decade. 
MANUEL DURAN 
YALE UNIVERSITY 
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Jude Webber and Miquel Strubell i Trueta. The Catalan Language. Progress Towards 
Normalization. The Anglo-Catalan Society Occasional Publications, No. 7, 1991. 100 
pages. $14. 
De Catalan Language combines an updated conference originally given by 
Miquel Strubell, in 1986, at the University of Southampton, in his address to the 
Anglo-Catalan Society on the subject of rhe present state of the Catalan language 
and Jude Webber's 1989 undergraduate thesis on progress towards linguistic nor-
malization in Catalonia since passage of rhe 1983 Language Normalization Act (Llei 
de Normalitzaci6 Lingüística). 
This one-hundred-page book is evenly divided into rwo fifty-page sections. 
The main text explores briefly the historical and socio-linguistic background rhat 
led to the present linguistic situation, considers how normalization policies have 
been put into practice, and attempts to analyze the implications of Catalonia as an 
actively bilingual society. This first part is subdivided into eight chapters and a con-
clusion. Chapter l presents «The Historical Perspective», a perspective that pro-
vides insufficient information for rhe uninitiated and is unnecessary for anyone wirh 
more rhan passing interest in Catalonia. Chapter II, «Social, Demographic and Lin-
guistic Perspectives», deals wirh diglossia, «a situation of conflict between languages 
which co-exist where the decision to opt for one language rarher rhan rhe orher is 
made on rhe basis of socio-cultural prestige and as rhe result of social pressures pre-
vailing over instinctive or subjective preferences». And rhis, rhe aurhors claim rarher 
convincingly, «is a salient feature of rhe type of bilingualism which has developed in 
Catalonia during rhis centul)'» (p.I7). 
The next chapter, «Socio-Psychological Perspectives», deals intelligendy with 
rhe obstacles faced by rhe Castilian speaker in Catalonia and by rhe Catalan speaker 
when confronted with the former. «The Legal Frameworb, documents the legal 
precedents to the Bill passed in 1983. The next three chapters are among the most 
interesting. They chronicle the institucional initiatives and measures taken in all 
areas of government, education and rhe media (the press, television, radio, book 
publishing, and fIlm and video) to strengthen rhe position of Catalan as a language 
capable of adapting to all modern requirements, the controversies surrounding 
many of rhese initiatives, and both the progress made and rhe many obstacles still 
to overcome if Catalonia is to become a truly bilingual society. The eight chapter 
discusses rhe role of Catalan in rhe context of rhe European community. A very 
short conclusion closes rhis first part. 
The second half of rhis book is made up of four appendices which reproduce 
English versions of rhe main legal instruments, Catalan and Castilian, under the 
terms of which the normalization process is being conducted: Article 2 of the 
Autonomy Statute for Catalonia (1932) , Article 3 of the Spanish Constitution (1978) , 
Article 3 of rhe Autonomy Statute for Catalonia (1979), and the full text of the Lan-
guage Normalization Act for Catalonia (I938) with Key Legislation Implementing its 
Provisions. A fifth appendix, «Linguistic Data from the Cens us of 1986», reproduces 
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the 1986 cens us on rhe distribution of proficiency in Catalan throughout Catalonia 
and compares it with those censuses taken in 1976 and 1981. The final appendix is 
On the Present State ol Linguistic Normalization (Institute of Catalan Studies, 1990). 
The last ten pages of the book provide «Chronological Tables» on the progress 
towards normalization, and suggestions for further reading for those wishing to 
pursue this subject in greater detail. 
AI; the two authors admit in their preface, «by its very nature, language nor-
malization in Catalonia is a process in constant development, and any publication 
on the subject will be in some degree 'out of date' by the time it appears». Although 
it is quite tme that this book will quickly become part of the history of the evolu-
tion of Catalan as a modern language, it is, nonetheless, a timely and useful litrle 
book, particularly for those interested in Catalonia and the evolution of Catalan 
from a language used mosrly in domestic situations, during the many years of F ran-
co dictorship, to one that, as in other more propitious times, has repeatedly 
demonstrated incredible vitaliry, flexibiliry, and adaptabiliry. The fact that its 
authors had the foresight to include rhe translation of very relevant legal documents 
as appendices gives this study a certain durabiliry by turning it into a good refe-
rence book. 
MANUEL A. ESTEBAN 
UNIVERSI1Y OF CALIFORNIA, CHICO 
Catalonia: Portrait oia Nation, John Payne (Century, London, 1991), 180 pp. 
How did John Payne's love affair wirh Catalonia begin? John Payne, in 1962, was 
an exchange student. He later became an English teacher at rhe Universiry of Bar-
celona. He now lives in England, no less in love with the land of Gaudí, Miró, 
Picasso, Casals and all rhe other Catalans who populate our universities in North 
and Sourh America. Payne's book has fourteen chapters, beginning wirh «Barcelona 
and Catalonia: City and Country» and ending with «Catalonia: Barcelona-Toward 
200». There are good maps of Lleida, Girona, Barcelona, rhe Catalan Pyrenees and 
rhe Tarragona area. Like a lover who is proud of his beloved and wants to show her, 
Payne wants us to travel wirh him rhrough rhe lands and history of rhe Catalans. 
His sryle is lively and endearing, and we want to follow him. We are pleased and 
contented to allow him to be our guide. We are relaxed, and we learn. 
Chapter Five is one of rhe best. Here we enter the world of the Arabs, Chris-
tians and Jews, the cities of Girona, Besalú and Lleida. «For long periods of time, 
Jews, Christians and Arabs lived side by side in harmony on both sides of the 
nominal frontier between Christian and Muslim Spain». In each of rhese cities, we 
are aware of an enticing period of civilization where different religions found ways 
of existing togerher. We wonder why we have made such li trie progress in rhe same 
direction. «The Jews», Payne remarked, «were a major factor in the growth of 
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medieval Catalonia, in crafts and professions and through rheir roles in finance and 
public administration. As philosophers and theologians, they placed spirituality 
above dogma and helped to make rhe nation a more tolerant place than otherwise 
it might have been». 
In Besalú, at the foothills of the Pyrenees, there is truly an ancient relic, a 
Miqwah, a Jewish ritual bath. «The Miqwah was a small pool of rectangular plan, 
probably no more than three meters by one meter, supplied by water from a ther-
mal sp ring from the river Fluvià» . «In 1964, excavations began and this pool was 
discovered, the past came bach. 
Payne pays tribute to one of the most original kabbalists of rhe twelfth cen-
tury, Moses ben Nahman (Nahmanides). He was Grand Rabbi of Catalonia. We 
read today his beautiful and profound commentaries on the Torah. 
After rhe A1bigensian Crusade, Jews came in large numbers to Catalonia. They 
mixed with Arabs and Christians and produced the Kabbalah, the received tradi-
tÏon, which is a mystical, metaphorical and anagogical interpretatÏon of scriptures. 
What was significant was the working together of faiths, cultures and civilizations. 
There has never been a period in history where these realities have lived so fruitfully 
and meaningfully together. Catalonia was a unique world of toleration, communi-
cation and understanding. We owe John Payne much, if from his pages we can rhink 
again of how important it is to learn from others. He reminds us that «Catalonia 
today is again what it was in rhe Middle Ages, a multierhnic, multiracial, multicultu-
ral society». Catalonia has much to teach not only Spain, but Western European cul-
ture. She was rhe wonder of rhe Middle Ages. She was a home to rhe great fairhs of 
our civilization. In her dwelling, they lived in peace, and never lost their identity. 
Catalonia will be significant for us if she refuses to lose her identity. This refusal is 
not chauvinism. It is rhe jewel of uniqueness. 
«The future of Catalonia», Payne remarked at the end of his book, «is inextri-
cably mixed up wirh that of Europe». But this observation becomes obvious from 
rhe study of history. Catalonia always belonged to herself and to Europe. There is 
always a danger of being swept up by metaphors. Europe is a metaphor, Catalonia 
is an historical reality. 
WILLIAM KLUBACK 
CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK 
Barcelona by Robert Hughes (Alfred A. Knopf, New York, 1992), 573 pages. 
We have an enchanting and informatÏve book on Barcelona in English. Robert 
Hughes, its aurhor, is rhe explorer of a great and complex city where Jew, Muslim, 
Christian meet, where anarchism, nationalism, traditionalism, find their place. 
Western European civilization belongs to the cities, it belongs to Paris, London, 
Rome and to Barcelona. The renowned medievalist Henri Pirenne spoke of cities 
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as the economic and cultural centers of a civilization. Show us the cities, and we 
comprehend the character and qualiry of the civilization. We think of Amens or 
Jerusalem and we think of magnificent spiritual perspectives. Speak of Barcelona, 
and we think of the Iberian peninsula, of the Mediterranean, of the source of Euro-
pean culture. It is through the his tory of Barcelona that we read of the unique posi-
tion ofCatalunya in European civilization. We think back to the twelfth century in 
Southern France, to romances of love, to Kabbalah, to chivalric poetry and music, 
and we realize that here we encounter some of Europe's finest culturalliterary tra-
ditions. Hughes brings us this ciry, me ciry of the Catalans, and for the first time, 
we wander through its history into a world which emerges from century to century 
with new art forms, new political movements, discussions of languages, showing 
how deeply me roots of diversiry seek to ward off the imperialism of abstract un i-
versaliry. 
How does Hughes introduce us to mese people; in other words, how do mey 
observe memselves? They seem to be «practical, ingenious, innovative mough respec-
tive of their roots ... For once, me Lord got it right, and mough Catalans might take 
meir piery to me edge of superstition, mey had every right to praise him for placing 
mem on earm, armed wim me virtues for which mey were justly famous: Continui-
tat, mesura, ironia and seny, me last term referring to a man of balanced and tranquil 
vision». Wim a text of more men five hundred pages, meir vicissitudes, and a most 
of charming and pleasant details, a feast for me reader who begins a book finds it 
delightful. 
The book is divided into two parts: «The Oid City» and the «New Ciry». The 
kingdom of Catalunya and Aragon was administered by Barcelona. We should 
recali that by the thirteenth century, the reconquista, was over in Catalunya, but the 
batde for autonomy had a long way to go. How could it be maintained against the 
centralists of Madrid, against Olivares and finally against Philip V? Hughes tells the 
painful story of Barcelona's surrender on September II, 1714, wim me distinct feel-
ing that Catalunya now lived under a conqueror. Repression is repression. The 
hope was always there that one day things would change, the impossible would 
beco me the possible. It did change. It has changed and it will change even further. 
Catalunya is not Spain, although it is part of Spain. Catalunya is a unique spiritual 
entiry. 
No discussion of Barcelona is possible without some words about Antoni 
Gaudí and the Sagrada Família, about an architect whose religious faith drove him 
to create a divine dwelling mat would link the heavens and me earth, that would 
give the divine a temple like me ancient one of Solomon. Every part and parcel of 
that temple would be for the beaury and majesry of God. This majesry was not res-
pected by all meno «On June 20, 1936», Hughes relates, « a mob broke into the 
crypt, opened me Bocabella tombs, dragged out me skeletons, and dumped them 
on the street. Gaudí's tomb was opened too ... ». The work has gone on. Those who 
continue it believe, more or less, that it can be constructed from mose plans and 
models that have remained. 
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Hughes remarked that «Gaudí, beneath the image of poverty, humility, and 
self-abnegation, was one of the most relendessly willful and egotistical geni uses that 
ever lived ... ». We read these words and wonder whemer much gets accomplished in 
this world without such faim and will. We may have lost our appreciation of faim 
in our devotion to skeptical argumentation. 
Barcelona is «the great enchantress», and like all beauty and sublimity, she har-
bors ugliness and devilishness. Robert Hughes has given us a sincere and lively 
account of a great city and we relish in its details, its pains and its achievements. It 
is the living expression of a people and a language whose past is only a beginning 
for its future. 
Let us not forget to mention that the book has a fine bibliography and indexo 
WILLIAM KLUBACK 
CiTY UNNERSITY OF NEW YORK 
Patricia J. Boehne. The Renaissance Catalan Novel. Twayne's World Aumors Series 
(Spanish Literature), TWAS 812. Boston: G . K. Hall & Co., 1989, XII + 154 pp. 
A companion to David J. Viera's Twayne volume, Medieval Catalan Literature: 
Prose and Drama (TWAS 802 [Boston: G.K. HalI & Co., 1988]) , Patrici a J. Boeh-
ne 's contribution to the generalliterature on early Catalan prose is very welcome. 
Let us hope that mis is me beginning of a new trend towards a broader dissemina-
tion of Catalan literary history in English, to bring it wimin reach of me non-spe-
cialist. 
Professor Boehne begins her study of me two great fifteenth-century Catalan 
novels, the anonymous Curial e Güelfa and Joanot MartoreU's Tirant lo Blanch 
wim a statement of purpose: she hopes to introduce these works to mose unfamil-
iar with Catalan literature and to elucidate their importance within the context of 
the development of the European novel (ix). She succeeds admirably in this en-
deavor, with a weU-researched and clearly presented study. 
Boehne provides two introductory chapters, giving historical background and 
literary context for the two novels under study. The historical and literary back-
ground material is useful overaU, although perhaps she has relied too much on 
general summaries and as a result mere are a few oversights and errors. For exam-
ple: it might have been helpful to the reader looking for some historical back-
ground in English to mention the work of historians like Bums, Hillgarth and 
O'Callaghan on the medieval Crown of Aragon and Valencia. As weU, so much 
work has been done recendy on medieval Catalan literary history by aumor and by 
genre that introductory and general works are often insufficient (Eiximenis schol-
ars, for instance, would argue against me 1340 date of birth and Boehne' s characte-
rization of me Libre de les dones [8]). Nevertheless, she gives a good general over-
view of historical and literary currents up to the time of publication of Curial and 
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Tirant. The connections Boehne draws to Italian, French and Castilian works of 
the period are particularly useful in situating the Catalan novels within the broader 
context of European literature. 
Chapters 3-5 treat Curial e Güelfa, while 6-8 discuss Tirant lo Blanch. Chapter 
3 begins with a brief discussion of the theories of authorship advanced to date. It is 
curious that Boehne concentrates more on the theories of Rubió i Lluch, Bohigas, 
Miquel i Planas and Riquer, mentioning almost as an afterthought a recent book 
on the subject by Anton Espadaler, Una reina per a Curial (Barcelona: Quaderns 
Crema, 1984). Espadaler's theory of authorship may not be entirely convincing, but 
his work merits discussion alongside the others. Chapter 3 continues with a sum-
mary of the plot and a discussion of the theme of love. Boehne believes that 
Curial' s psychology of love is based on the model of Dante and the conventions of 
courtly love. (This is always a bit risky, given the alarming lack of consens us among 
critics as to what, exactly, constitutes «courtly love»). Boehne's interpretation of the 
role of Fortuna and the Fates in Curial e Güelfa is interesting: she comments, 
rightly, that Fortuna becomes most important as a character in book 3, while allu-
sions are made to the Fates throughout the novel. While she notes Fortuna's asso-
ciation with Venus, Boehne links Güelfa to Clotho, Lachesis to her namesake and 
Anthropos to Camar. It seems more likely to me, however, that Güelfa is closely 
linked to Fortuna, while Clotho and Lachesis are, respectively, the duchess Clotho 
(whose predicament provides the rationale for Curial's first knightly adventure) and 
her sister Lachesis. l accept the reading of Anthropos as Camar. Nevertheless, the 
links between Güelfa's actions and those of Fortuna are too obvious to ignore. 
As Boehne states in Chapter 3, «The role ofFortuna is most salient in the rueams, 
which carry the psychological thread of the story and act as the stream of conscious-
ness and motivational force for the protagonists» (45). The dream sequences are espe-
cially important to the perceived realism of the novel, since only in rueams do «super-
natural» events take place. Boehne closes this chapter by drawing connections between 
some of the realistic elements of both Curial and Tirant and the chronicle of Ramon 
Muntaner, which she sees as a possible source for some of the events related in the two 
novels. 
The book's most important contribution to Curial e Güelfa scholarship, how-
ever, comes in chapter 4, «Contemporary Reality: A Slave in Ifriquiya». Boehne 
carefully details the elements of book 3 that deal with Curial's captivity in North 
Mrica, and concludes that «they present [the author's] own reality, although not 
yet his [sic] identity» (71). She writes of four main types of Catalan presence in Ifri-
quiya (Tunisia and part of Algeria): commercial, military, religious and slave/captive, 
and shows how the novel represents these historical realities in the so-called «Moorish 
episode» of Curial' s slavery in Nonh Mrica. This chapter also includes a discussion 
of the imponance of Camar to the novel's plot and structure. 
Chapter 5 examines Curial e Güelfa as a pre-Renaissance work. Paying par-
ticular attention to book 3, Boehne points to rwo episodes that mark Curial as a 
work of Renaissance sensibilities: the coronation of Curial in a dream at Parnassus, 
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and Camar's simultaneous conversion and suicide. Both invoke classical and Italian 
models (72-80). Boehne briefly summarizes Curial e Güelfo's innovations (humor, 
individuality, Camar's suicide, the prorotypical «pícara» Arta). She ends her study 
of Curial by concluding that such innovations, combined with the novel's realism 
and its psychology of love, have created «a new kind of chivalric novel» (85) . 
The last three chapters of The Renaissance Catalan Navei are devoted to an 
examination of Tirant lo Blanch. Chapter 6 provides an overview of me plot and 
some highlights of me story. In chapter 7, Boehne discusses some models for Mar-
torell's novel: the story of Guy ofWarwick for the first part of Tirant including the 
origin of the Order of the Garter; me influence of Ramon Llull's Libre de l'orde de 
cavalleria; the Catalan chronicles, especially mat of Muntaner. She comments on 
the realism of Tirant in comparison with other, more-or-Iess contemporary works: 
« .. . the novel, particularly in Catalonia, had embarked on a new path, that of 
realism. Arnadís de Gaula is a novel of chivalry; Tirant lo Blanch has its origins, 
sources and documentation in the real world» (I04). 
Another feature of Tirant that Boehne finds striking is its modernity. Her 
final chapter deals with this aspect. She considers the following elements of the 
novel to be «new»: its concept of the hero, feminine viewpoint, attÏtudes toward 
humor, and approach to love. Tirant as hero exhibits real-life behavior: he gets 
headaches, breaks his leg, becomes nervous in me presence of his lady love. Boehne 
sees this behavior as a break with the traditions of the courtly hero, and even (des-
pite me realistic elements of Curial e Güelfo) as substantially different from Curial's 
(I07). The characters of Carmesina, Estefania and especially Plaerdemavida exhibit 
attitudes that also break wim the past. Boehne quotes a lengmy passage from the 
novel in which Plaerdemavida rejects several fundamental tenets of courtly tradi-
rion (no-In). Boehne sees the humor of Tirant as consisting of witty conversarion, 
replete with double entendres, puns and jokes; ridiculous situarions; and mockery 
of other characters' appearance and comportment. She contends mat Martorell has 
established new conventions of humor mat will be taken up and furrher elaborated 
by Cervantes in the Quijote. As for Tirants «new approach to love», Boehne asserts 
that it was, in fact, a distillation of Eastern traditions -especially the Thousand and 
One Nights-- ramer man a reflection of contemporary Western values. It is precisely 
these sensual/sexual elements that have led some 19th and 20th century crirics 
to label it pornographic and in poor taste. Boehne argues for a less judgmental 
approach to mese aspects of me novel, and sees them as provi ding me hero Tirant 
with a new multifaceted; paradoxical that is to say, modern-amoro us emic. 
In her conclusion, Boehne characterizes Curial e Güelfo as the initiation and 
Tirant lo Blanch as the completion of rhe Catalan RenaÍssance: «These two novels, 
one mid-century and one at the end of the fifteenth century, one developmental 
and the other a modern novel, bom derive great strengths from the Renaissance: 
Curial e Güelfo through traditional Renaissance forms, Tirant lo Blanch from a 
world of RenaÍssance ideas» (126). 
In sum, The Renaissance Catalan Navei is a very good introduction to the twO 
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great 15th century Catalan chivalresque novels. It is reliable apart from a few minor 
oversights and it reads well except for some annoying rypographical errors. Only 
recently have literary scholars begun to turn a truly critical eye to these two works, 
and it is to be hoped that Boehne's book will make them more accessible to non-
specialists in medieval Catalan literature, who nevertheless ought to take an interest 
in the innovations they occasioned in the deve!opment of the European nove!. 
Patrici a J. Boehne is to be commended for encapsulating such an enormous 
amo unt of material into a brief but fairly complete overview of Curial e Güelfo and 
Tirant lo Blanch. 
DONNA M. ROGERS 
P ENN STATE UNIVERSITY 
Albert G . Hauf, DEiximenis a sor Isabel de Villena: aportació a l'estudi de la nostra 
cultura medieva~ Barce!ona: Institut de Filologia Valenciana/Publicacions de l'Aba-
dia de Montserrat, 1990, 420 pp . 
In his book Professor Hauf brings together and, in some cases, updates essays and 
prefaces he published between 1978 and 1989. In the introduction he emphasizes 
his intent to contribute to «e! projecte de fer un mapa de l'espiritualitat català 
medieval» and further explains that the lack of in-depth source studies and recent 
critical editions makes it difficult to specifY native or characteristic traits of medie-
val Catalan spirituality. 
In the initial study, «i'espiritualitat medieval i la "Devotio Moderna"» Hauf 
struggles with Joan Roig Gironella's suggestion that the Modern Devotion religious 
movement influenced late fourteenth-century and early fifteenth-century Catalan 
authors, especially Antoni Canals. After rejecting the theory that this Dominican 
brought the Modern Devotion to the Kingdom of Aragon, he turns to Bernat Oli-
ver and Francesc Eiximenis as possible precursors of this religious gro up but can 
only find similar ten den cies in their works and in the Modern Devotion. Hauf 
concludes that before venturing outside the Kingdom of Aragon for sources of its 
religiosity, scholars must first make a comprehensive study of medieval Catalan 
works. 
In the second article, «Introducció a Lo Crestia», originally a preface without 
notes to his anthology of Eiximenis's most ambitious work, Hauf begins with a 
detailed and accurate biography of this author, insisting on the salvation motive of 
his works, their lack of originality, sermonic style, rhetorical devices, and intent. In 
his analysis of sources, Hauf finds that Eiximenis prefers secondary sources, espe-
cially medieval commentaries, some of which cannot be identified or are no longer 
extant. 
In the third monograph, «Lo regiment de la cosa pública», Hauf concludes that 
Eiximenis's major source for this treatise is the Communiloquium; by John ofWales 
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and not John of Salisbury's PoLicraticus. Eiximenis not only used rhe content of the 
CommuniLoquium; he also imitates its sryle. By paraphrasing commentaries, the 
Franciscan author could write lengrhy works in a relatively short time. 
The study «La Vita de Jesucrist com a tractat de teologia en llengua vernacla des-
tinat als seglars», is an updated version of a monograph published in Spanish. Eixi-
menis, an aurhoriry who could write in a popular or erudite vein, composed rhe Vita 
Christi and a Summa Theologica (now lost) during rhe same period 'of time. In rhe 
later work, given his erudite audience, he could not insert popular, devotional, or 
sentimental elements. Hauf correctly asserts rhat rhe major Franciscan influence on 
Eiximenis is St. Bonaventure not Duns Scotus, as severalleading Franciscan scholars 
have held. 
The «Tractat deL moLí espirituaL de Fra Antoni Canals, O . P .» contains a prefa-
tory study and an edition of this work. Hauf compares rhis treatise wirh the Trac-
tat de confessió and finds only a thematic similariry. Mter searching the source of 
rhe mill as a penitential image, he concludes rhat Canals consulted St. Bonaventu-
re's Liber IV Senten tia rum for this image, which originally appeared in Deut. 24,6. 
In «La Quarentena de contemplació de Joan Eixemeno», Hauf begins with a 
good biography and examines rhe intent, sources, Franciscan spirit, liturgical ele-
ments, and several motifs (cavaller errant, taula aprés lo naufraig, la «solitud desert» 
de la tortoreta), and finds similarities between this, Eixemeno only extant work, and 
Antoni Canals's Exposició deL «Pate/' Noster». 
Hauf begins «El món cultural d 'Isabel de Villena» by underlining the prestige 
Isabel enjoyed with the «Reyes Católicos» and with Valencian court figures and 
Church dignitaries. He rhen compares Isabel's Vita Christiwirh La fstoria de la Pas-
sió by Bernat Fenollar and Pere Martines, and concludes rhat the nun's treatise is a 
superior literary work. He also proves that Isabel used Ludolph of Saxony's Vita 
Christi when narrating the «Passió», which forms part of her Vita Christi. 
In the case of Eiximenis, Professor Hauf makes cautious assertions, relying pri-
marily on documents for biographic studies and primary works for his literary 
assessments and source studies. At times he must grapple with biographic details 
rhat have not been clarified in documents or are polemical: rhe aurhorship of De 
TripLici Statu mundi; Eiximenis's refusal to accept a teaching position at Lleida; his 
knowledge of Hebrew; etc. 
In his biographical study of Isabel of Villena, which is not intended to be as 
complete and chronological as those of Eiximenis and Eixemeno, he does allow 
some speculation, for example, concerning rhe nun's acquaintances: he believes rhat 
she knew personally rhe authors of rhe fstoria de la Passió as well as Joan Ram Escri-
va. Hauf accepts Joan Fuster's belief that Isabel's Vita Christi is a vindication of 
Jaume Roig's misogynist work, Lo SpiLI, and rhat wrirten communication existed 
between these two medieval authors. He also suggests that Joan Roig de Corella 
formed part of rhe theological-literary cirde, which induded admirers of Isabel de 
Villena. 
The book as a whole is an essential work for specialists in late fourteenth-cen-
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rury and early fifteenth-century Catalan literature, especially those interested in 
Francesc Eiximenis, Isabel de Villena, Joan Eixemeno, and Antoni Casals. 5rudents 
of late medieval peninsular spiritualiry, Franciscanism, and medieval Vitae Christi 
should also become familiar wim Haufs volume. Hauf also gives numero us ref-
erences to the influence of these authors on religious and literary tendencies of 
fifteenm-century and Golden Age Spanish literature. 
The essential feature of these monographs, the source studies, particularly 
immediate influences or secondary sources, reveal the medieval authors' school of 
thought, religious motivation and expression. This is especially true of the three 
aumors who professed Franciscanism: Eiximenis, Isabel de Villena, and Eixemeno 
(the first two occupy a substantial part of me volume). 
Medievalists should find especially interesting Hauf s studies on the Vita 
Christi. Here Hauf brings together two Catalan «neglected masterpieces», to use the 
word of John V. Fleming (An Introduction to Franciscan Literature ofthe Middle 
Ages [Chicago, 1977], 233-234) , who laments the «scholarly inaccessibiliry» of Eixi-
menis' s work. Hauf did edit part I of Eiximenis's Vita Christi as part of his disser-
tation (1976) . However, because the Universiry of Barcelona does not allow photo-
copying or microfilming of dissertations and requi res special permission to read 
them, me work remains more difficult to consult than me leading manuscripts upon 
which it is based. Hauf, however, is preparing an edition of the Vitae Christi of Eixi-
menis and Isabel de Villena. We look forward to the publication of both works and 
are sure mat they will be of me fine qualiry of mese eight monographs. 
DAVID J. VIERA 
TENNESSEE TECH UNIVERSI1Y 
Josep Peramau i Espelt, Taules dels volums I-X de !'"Arxiu de Textos Catalans 
Antics», Barcelona: Institut d 'Estudis Catalans, 1992. 
A certain reluctance in announcing new journals in Catalan studies is to be 
recommended. 50 many new series have been initiated with enthusiasm, which 
then stopped, or became irregular, mer just a few issues. But now mat me «Arxiu 
de Textos Catalans Antics» is celebrating its tenth anniversary by publishing an 
index to its first nine volumes (the years 1988-1989 form just one volume: 7/8), it is 
high time for other journals supporting Catalan culture to congratulate its editor 
and main-contributor Father Josep Peramau for his initiative and work, and to 
thank -as he does so himself in the introduction to me TauleJ'- me institutions 
supporting me journal: me Fundació Jaume Bofill, me Institut d'Estudis Catalans, 
and me Facultat de Teologia de Catalunya. 
These Taules show the consistency in purpose and presentation of the ATCA. 
Each volume -in most years offering over seven hundred pages- begins with 
about half a dozen lengthy scholarly articles. Many of these are impeccable first edi-
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tions of Latin or Catalan texts by Llull, Eimeric, Vicent Ferrer or Arnau de Vila-
nova, complete wim critical apparatus, source indi ces and word lists; others treat in 
depth subjects like me papallibrary in Peníscola, or other medieval libraries, speci-
fic manuscripts, Ramon Sibiuda, Guiu Terrena, Eiximenis etc. These articles are 
foIIowed by a series of shorter Notes i documents and survey of recent research on a 
specific author or topic [vol.!, 9 and 10, Sibiuda, voL2, Arnau de Vilanova; vol.3, F. 
Vicent Garcia; vol. 6, the library at Peníscola; vol.6/7, the «Revista de Gerona»]. 
The second half of each volume is dedicated to reviews of new books and arti-
cles. About rwenry publications are discussed at length, while another seven or 
eight-hundred items are just summarized. This bibliographical section of the 
ATCA is extremely useful to scholars in many fields, since «textos catalans antics» 
is defined in a very wide sense (up to the 19th century; by aumors from all Catalan 
speaking regions, in whatever language mey wrote) and quickIy brings in the har-
vest from consulting over five-hundred journals and serial publications. The Taules 
list mese on p. 35-57. A continuo us numbering system makes it easy to locate, for 
instance, the five items from vols.I-3 of our «Catalan Review» which were reviewed 
in the ATCA. Each volume concludes with an index of all the manuscripts and 
documents mentioned, and an index of names. 12 and 40 dense pages in vol.1O 
from 1992, to give some indication of the richness of the material covered). 
Library budgets are being cut everywhere, and it is an uphilI batt!e to recom-
mend new subscriptions. But the case can be made that a journal which edits first 
editions of texts of enduring importance, and which is up to date with reviews and 
summaries of hundreds of new books and articles (7034 in ten years, to be precise, 
based on searching mrough 552 serial publications), actually helps save money. The 
foIIowing quotation from the ATCNs prospectus from 1982 -to which the editor 
and his aide-de-camp Jaume de Puig i Oliver have adhered to faithfuIly, meeting 
and even surpassing all expectations- shows to what extent this journal is of use 
also to scholars who are not primarily interested in «textos catalans antics», and 
wishes also to serve as invitation to contribute to its pages: L'Arxiu de Textos Cata-
lans Antics és oberta a edicions de textos, a estudis sobre autors i a d'altres aportacions 
que hi facin reftrència, com és ara descripcions de manuscrits, d'incunables i de llibres 
antics, notícies sobre autors o llurs fonts, sobre copistes o els seus obradors, i sobre impres-
sors, bibliògrafi, llibreters, marxants de llibres i biblioteques. També hi cabran notícies 
i estudis sobre institucions pedagògiques antigues. 
The ATCA is an admirable series. lt honors me institutions which support it. 
It shows mat me great Catalan minkers of me past are not forgonen, mat we do 
not have to reduce our inteIIectual horizon by narrow geographical, chronological 
and linguistic definitions, but that as a communiry of scholars, wim vision, opti-
mism, and perseverance, we can help the culturallife of me Catalan regions fuIfiII 
again its rich potential. 
CURT WITTLIN 
UNIVERSITY OF SASKATCHEWAN 
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Ramon Llull, Llibre de virtuts e de pecats, edited by Fernando Domínguez Reboiras, 
«Nova edició de les obres de Ramon Llull» I, Palma de Mallorca: Patronat Ramon 
Llull, 1990 (xxxvi + 309 Pages). - Latin translation: Liber de virtutibus et peccatis, 
edited also by F. D. R., in Ramon Llull, Summa sermonum in civitate Maiorcensi annis 
MCCCII-MCCCXIII composita, in Opera Latina 15, «Corpus Chirstianorum Conti-
nuatio Medievalis» 76, Turnhout: Brépols, 1987, pago 103-432. 
T hat the Latin translation ofLlull's Llibre de virtuds e de pecats (also known as Art 
major de predicacio) appeared before the Catalan original is due to the preliminary 
work deposited in Frankfurt many years ago by farher Abraham Soria Flores, the 
eagerness of the «Corpus Christianorum»-series, and the efficient research environ-
ment of the Raymundus Lullus Institut at the Universiry of Freiburg (on which see 
F. Domínguez, Les «Raimundi Lulli Opera Latina». Balanç de trenta anys i una refle-
xió, «Llengua & Literatura» 3, 1988-89, 633-641). 
The edition of the Catalan original from 1313 of the Llibre de virtuds e de pecats 
inaugurates the series «Nova edició de les obres de Ramon Llul!», continuation of 
rhe «Obres de Ramon Lul!» , which had fallen silent after its twenry first volume in 
1950. Serring an example for academic publishing in the C atalan speaking auto no-
mous regions, funding for this new project was secured from the Ministries of Cul-
ture of the Balearic Islands, Catalonia, and Valencia. The Patronat Ramon Llull 
was engaged as publisher. An editorial committee with eleven members had estab-
lished the rules of transcriptions. The spelling conventions decided upon might 
not please everyone. The reductions in number and frequency of diacritics -1·1, ü, 
y, and the grave accent ' , were abolished, accents are used only on stressed vowels 
terminating multisyllabic words (or on final vowels followed by -s), (examples: ani-
ma, gloria, serd, es)- give the edition an «Iralian» look, while word separations 
such as del home remind the reader of texts in Castilian. It is to be regrerred that 
diacritics were not used to distinguish homographs e, a, mon, son, te, sa, li etc., 
especially if -as is to be hoped for- transcriptions for rhe «Novena Edició» are 
machine readable and made accessible to researchers. This is more useful to philo-
logists -without detriment to any reader- than maintaining, for instance, the 
copyist's use of roman numerals instead of indefinite articles (I cosa, I pagés) or of ç 
before palatal vowels (çels, foçes) . 
But this could be just a question of personal preference. The new series will be 
judged on the internal qualiry of the texts edited; and from rhis perspective, this 
first volume is impeccable. Since there is only one manuscript of rhe Llibre de vir-
tuds e de pecats, the critical apparatus on the borrom of each page is limited to 
observations of scribal corrections and comparisons with the Latin translation; a 
second apparatus identifies references to the Bible. Given that Domínguez offered 
a lengthy introduction to the Latin version of this text, it is understandable that he 
reduced front-marrer in rhe edition of rhe Catalan original to a minimum. (For a 
presentation in a wider context, see Lola Badia in «Llengua & Literatura» 3, 1988-
89, 563-575). Domínguez describes briefly how Llull presents in this book outlines 
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of 136 sermons: eight on the virtues, eight on the vices, twenty-eight combining 
each virtue with another virtue, twenty-eight combining each vice with each other 
vice, and sixty-four combining each virtue with each single vice. Obviously, Llull 
felted pressured to deal with each and every slot generated by his combinatoty 
method, even if only litde theological and pastoral gain seem to result from this 
effort. What he presents us with are not transcriptions of actual sermons. In ser-
mon 52, for instance, where Llull explains how men get erections, he adds: «Tu qui 
preyques, do not talk to your flock in the terms you read here, but use just hints ... ». 
We might now wish to investigate if an dhow Llull avoids repeating himself while 
dealing with each virtue and vice in sixteen sermons, and if by treating virtues and 
vices in pairs he was able to achieve psychological and human insights. Towards the 
end of the book, Llull limits himself to just mentioning basic concepts he had 
expanded upon earlier. Chap. 121 ends with thirteen single lines of the type Cari-
tat engenra alegria e avaricia engenra tristicia, with paradigmatic substitutions for 
rhe objects (e.g . ... pau ... guerra) . Chap. 122 ends with variations on the concepts 
Caritat es cosina de paciencia e glotonia de impaciencia (e.g . ... parenta de humilitat / 
... veyna de cortesia). Chap. 123 operates with adjectives for intrinsic qualities Cari-
tat es bela, ... profitosa, ... bona etc. -e luxuria es lega, .. . dampnosa, ... mala etc., and 
with verbs describing the senses Ab caritat as bel entendre, .. . gastar, ... veer etc.- e 
ab luxuria has leg entendre. We can observe here how Llull realized that his book 
turned out «quite long and in some parts obscure» and that he had begun to enrich 
purely binary thematiccombinations (two virtues, two vices, a virtue and a vice) 
by adding a third set of structured concepts (e.g. the senses, qualities such as 
beauty etc.). 
The insight lead Llull direcdy to his next book, the Art abreujada de predicació 
(which l edited in the «Biblioteca Escriny» 4, Barcelona 1982), where he presents 
and exemplifies a heuristic figure of four concentric circles with eight sections, each 
containing a letter. By turning these circles, we are offered 56 combinations of the 
four letters, such as ABCD, ABDE, ABEG, ACDE etc. The lerter A always stands 
for God, but each orher letter alludes to a divine dignity, and a virtue, and a vice. 
That any such combinatoty method can generate hundreds of sermons is obvious, 
but one begins to doubt if Llull had ever observed rhat his average fellow-preacher 
was not so much short of themes and topies and definitions, but of general content 
matter. 
The three Generalitats and the Patronat Ramon Llull (and the two major 
human forces behind this project: Antony Bonner and Lola Badia) are to be con-
gratulated for this auspicious beginning of the «Nova edició». We are looking 
forward to the announced future volumes: the Llibre del gentil e dels tres savis, the 
Començaments de filosofia, a new Blaquerna, and more. Frankfurt's Raymundus 
Lullus Institute, on the other hand, deserves our gratitude for their unfaltering 
work in editing L!ull's Latin writings. Thanks to the initiative and hard work 
of Friedrich Stegmüller, Charles Lohr and Fernando Domínguez, we now have 
editions, in twenty admirable volumes, of all known texts written by Llull be-
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tween 1309 and his death in 1316. There is still much work to be done, for the 
Catalan as well as in the Latin series. Co-workers in ongoing and furure projects 
are welcome. 
CURT WITTLIN 
UNIVERSITY OF SASKATCHEWAN 
